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Abstract— Recent advances in document understanding, es-
pecially text recognition, provide new opportunities to address
the page segmentation problem. In this paper, we propose a
method to groups text lines into semantic objects. We model a
page as a graph where nodes represent text lines and the edges
their geometric relations. The logical segmentation task then
refers to identify all text lines belonging to some logical sub-
division of the page. We model this task as categorizing edges as
relevant or not to build the targeted sub-division (sub-graph).
This edge categorization is performed using structured machine
learning algorithms (graph Conditional Random Field and
Edge Convolutional Network). We use a connected components-
based approach following the edge classification for aggregating
the nodes. This simple approach shows very robust results for
various layout and various page sub-division. We experiment on
table segmentation into multiple sub-divisions (rows, columns,
and cells) and minutes segmentation into resolutions. Our sub-
division and page-layout oblivious approach shows near-par
performance as compared to task dedicated approaches and
even outperforms them in certain setups.

Index Terms— Document Analysis and Understanding, Page
Segmentation, Graph Model, Conjugate Graph, Structured
Machine Learning, Graph Conditional Random Field, Edge
Convolutional Network, Edge Classification

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advances in computer vision, spearheaded by
deep learning compounded with the increased release of
datasets, some traditional issues such as document page
segmentation and layout analysis can be now performed
with acceptable quality on documents considered very chal-
lenging five years ago. Text lines detection (reformulated as
baseline detection), for instance, has become possible with
very high quality on many archival (primarily handwritten)
documents. The latest evaluations such as [1] on the cBAD
dataset [2] show that baseline detection performance is now
beyond 90% accuracy. To avoid the traditional top-down or
bottom-up approaches, some recent work [3], [4] perform
multi-task layout analysis by combining several tasks (es-
sentially region, text line segmentation and labeling, along
with baseline detection). While competitive and appealing
these approaches marginally improve (at best) the individual
solutions in terms of quality but may be more convenient at
processing time for deployment.

Still, the approaches mentioned above focus on object
categorization and do not entirely address the issue of the
organization of the page objects targeting a more logical
layout analysis. We propose in this article a method which al-
lows organizing page objects into meaningful sub-divisions,
depending on the given task (e.g., layout structures, semantic
structures). Our idea is to represent the page objects as

a graph and to learn the binary relation of two objects
(do they belong to the same structure or not). Based on
machine learning, this approach applies seamlessly to various
structuring tasks as our experiments and evaluations show.
Considering that the defacto "basic" page elements such as
text lines can be "easily" recognized allows us to tackle the
(Logical) Layout Analysis problem as a graph categorization
problem, and no longer as an image processing problem.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section II
first covers related work on layout analysis and graph-based
approaches. Section III describes the way we formulate the
problem, as a graph edge classification, and then Section IV
details the machine learning approaches, graph Conditional
Random Field and Edge Convolution Networks, used to solve
it. Section V presents our different datasets and tasks used
for our experiments. Section VI presents the various exper-
imental scenarios along with the corresponding evaluations,
showing that this approach overall performs well for all the
tasks, even if specialized task-oriented methods may beat
it in specific configurations. Finally, we discuss the intrinsic
limitations of the technique and propose how to bypass them
in the future.

II. RELATED WORK

While page segmentation [5] is revisited frequently in the
last few years with the rapid adoption of neural networks,
very few articles deal with logical layout analysis. Recently
[4] presents a system which can simultaneously perform ge-
ometrical and logical analysis by segmenting and labeling in
six page-zones. But identifying the relations among labeled
elements is still not addressed.

[6] presents a fully convolutional neural network (CNN)
approach for newspaper segmentation. They aim to segment a
newspaper page into regions corresponding to article blocks.
Since article border is very sensitive, they need to pre-
process images to help the network learn the border pixel
correctly. Non-rectangular regions are filtered out from the
training data, and their future work will try to extend to
arbitrary shapes. Though it addresses the complex layout
segmentation, it does not explore the relations between article
blocks.

As one of our primary use cases cover table understanding,
we recount the recent work on this topic. A follow-up
work of [7] proposes DeCNT [8], an approach based on a
novel combination of deformable CNN with Faster R-CNN
for table detection. Both papers present a comprehensive
literature review and comparisons. [7] uses Faster R-CNN for
the table recognition task, and also offers a complementary



system for the table understanding task (row and column
detection) using Fully Connected Networks. It is interesting
to note that the authors fail to use Faster R-CNN as such for
segmentation. High number of rows, columns, and very close
proximity are the two factors that make segmentation task
so tricky for FRCNN and demand for a different approach.
Their alternative method uses a fully-connected network,
along with pre-processing consisting in stretching the images
horizontally and vertically to improve the row and column
identification (somehow similar to preprocessing used in
[6]). The paper also argues that the image-based solution
(converting any document, especially PDF into image for-
mat) allows for generic and robust solutions. Our approach
shows that under reliable performance of upstream text line
identification graph-based models are equivalently generic
and robust.

Others [3], [9], [10] merge both representations, image and
text (provided by OCR or PDF) to perform logical labeling
or information extraction (for invoices). It is interesting to
note that [9] also uses FRCNN to detect multiple line-items
regions, but their task-oriented evaluation measure makes the
comparison with [7] difficult (and most of the invoices in
their dataset have only less than three items).

So, how to structure a page? By structuring, we mean es-
tablishing relations between objects of a target sub-division.
The reviewed work implicitly performed some structuring
by grouping objects (pixels) in the same structure, which
can be defined by a rectangular zone, but we would like to
go beyond this limitation by being able to group objects into
arbitrary structures.

For analyzing complex layouts, literature provides some
more traditional approaches by assuming first the detection
of elementary objects (such as text lines), and then organize
them primarily using some graph-based representation. It
allows the computational representation of arbitrary struc-
tures owing to its greater expressiveness. The related problem
of reading order computation can also capitalize on graph
representations. [11] investigates the problem of detecting
the reading order relationship between components of a
logical structure using first-order logic theory. More recently,
[12] and [13] formulate the reading order detection with
a bipartite graph where reading transitions (edges) scores
with a set of features encoding geometrical and textual
information along with Hungarian algorithm for optimal
matching.

We were not able to find more recent work tackling read-
ing order problem or more generally detecting relationships
between layout/ logical page objects (the topic was never
intensively studied by the community).

[14] presents work very close to ours, but working at the
image level. They represent a page as a graph where nodes
correspond to (labeled) connected components and edges link
nodes that share a common edge in the area Voronoi diagram
[sic]. The segmentation problem is then formulated as an
edge removal problem similarly to us. This classification is
done using a Multilayer Perceptron resulting in subgraphs
corresponding to layout objects (typically paragraphs). Note

that they do not take into account the adjacencies of the graph
and hence the expressive power of the graph representation,
which as we show in our results is a critical advantage of
our approach.

This brings us to the central hypothesis and contribution.
We present in this paper a method which represents a page
as a graph, the nodes being textual elements and where
edges represent geometric relations between two nodes (see
Fig. 1). We classify edges as relevant or not for a target
layout structure. This classification is efficiently performed
using either a graph Conditional Random Fields classifier or
Edge Convolutional Networks introduced recently by [15].
Our in-depth study uses various open-data datasets, and we
open-source 1 the methods and the evaluation algorithm.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We present now a more formal and detailed description of
various aspects of the problem.

A. Input

As already mentioned, our input data is not a page image,
but the output of a text line detection algorithm. We use
the one presented in [1] which is a state-of-the-art system
achieving one of the best results in the literature. Polygon
is used to represent a text line (we use PAGE [16] as
input format). Note that for evaluation purpose, we use
the text lines from the ground truth, which allows us to
perform a fine-grained evaluation. Nevertheless, the text line
detection setting is used in production successfully for the
final Information Extraction task.

B. Problem Statement

Given a page containing text lines, we want to partition
its set of text lines, so that each partition maps to one
relevant sub-division of the page. Depending on the use-
case, the sub-divisions can be a row, column, cell, resolution
(in this paper), paragraph, news article or anything that has
some geometrical relatedness on the page layout. We do not
consider the case of one item that would span over multiple
consecutive pages. If the scanned image contains a double-
page, we consider it as one page (in other words, one image
is a page and by extension one graph). Section IV-A describe
how we build the graph and we come back and further
discuss this limitation in Section VII.

C. Evaluation Metric

Since we produce a partition of the page objects, we
need to evaluate a partition given a reference partition of
objects. To match a predicted partition to a reference one,
we use the Intersection over Union (IoU or Jaccard Index)
similarity measure for two sub-divisions (one represented
by candidate partition and other represented by reference
partition), and a threshold to determine whether there is
a match or not. We use two indicative thresholds for this
evaluation – 100% which evaluates perfect match, and 80%.

1code available at https://github.com/Transkribus/
TranskribusDU



Fig. 1. Pipeline illustrating various steps on a graph made of text lines. Note that our method makes one graph for all the text lines per only a small
page fragment is shown for illustration purpose.

Precision and Recall are computed, and we report their
harmonic mean (F1) as evaluation metrics.

IV. METHOD

Following are the different steps (see Fig. 1) of the
proposed technique:

A. Building a graph for the page

We model each page as a graph, where each node reflects
one text line. An edge in the graph reflects a neighboring
relationship between two text lines, possibly long distance
ones. More precisely, whenever there is horizontal (respec-
tively vertical), significant and direct overlap between two
bounding boxes of two text lines, we create a vertical
(respectively horizontal) edge. Significant means that the
overlap must be higher than a certain threshold. Direct means
that the two bounding boxes must be in the line of sight of
each other,i.e. without any obstructing block in-between.

B. Converting to Conjugate Graph

We create the conjugate graph (also called Line Graph),
where nodes reflect the original edges. For graph G, its
conjugate L(G) is a graph such that each vertex of L(G)
represents an edge of G; and two vertices of L(G) are
adjacent if and only if their corresponding edges share a
common endpoint in G. This results in a new graph with the
features of the nodes as that of the edges and vice versa. The
transformation is asymmetric in terms of graph topology and
the features. It implies the new conjugate graph node receives
features from both the original graph nodes at its endpoints

(as concatenation) whereas only those nodes are transformed
to edges which connect two edges in the original graph.

C. Training

During the training phase, we use the conjugate graph
and train the classifier on this graph to learn the parameters
to classify each node into binary classes. The label of a
node (corresponding to an edge in the original graph) in the
conjugate graph is one if it connects two text lines belonging
to the same sub-division in the original graph, zero otherwise.
This means for a particular page, the text line based graph
construction will result in the same conjugate graph, but
depending on the labels (which edges induce relation versus
which do not) the model parameters can learn different sub-
divisions.

We use two structured classifiers, a graph Conditional
Random Field (gCRF) and an Edge Convolution Network
(ECN) which is the edge feature augmented modification
of Graph Convolution Network (GCN). We refer the reader
to [15] for a more detailed presentation of both methods,
and we only sketch them rapidly since we replicate them as
described in the original paper.

The graph CRF model uses the PyStruct Open Source
Python library [17]. We trained using the one-slack structured
SVM method and ran inferences using AD3. We train for
1000 iterations using the default hyper-parameter values.

A GCN, in essence, is composed of two steps. First,
compute some node representation by applying a transfor-
mation on the current feature representation; let us call



(a) A page from ABP. (b) A page from NAF, showing sparse tax records and
small cells.

(c) A page from BAR show-
ing two resolutions.

Fig. 2. Exemplary pages from the datasets used in the experiments.

this representation a potential in a loose sense. Then, this
node potential is convolved; it merely means that for each
node, one takes a weighted average of the neighbor nodes’
potential. Finally, this average is fed to the next layer of the
neural network.

Let A be the adjacency matrix of the undirected graph
G and D its degree matrix. The layer-wise propagation is
defined as:

H(l+1) = f
(

D̃−
1
2 ÃD̃−

1
2 H(l)W (l)

)
(1)

Here, Ã=A+IN is the self loop augmented adjacency matrix
and W (l) is the layer-specific set of weight parameters. f
denotes an activation function; in the GCN model, ReLU
is preferred. H(l) is the matrix of activation in the lth layer
such that H(0) = X , X ∈ Rn,a.

The main idea of ECN is to learn graph convolutions
which depend on edge features. If we can assign a score
to each edge in the graph, we, therefore, have defined a
parametrized adjacency matrix. In this way, the network
can learn to filter out some edges or to find new scales
to average neighboring nodes. Consider the source edge
matrix S and target edge matrix T . Si j is 1 if edge j has
node i as source (respectively destination for Ti j) such that
Ã = ST t Consider F is the feature matrix for the edges in the
graph and wE a parameter vector for defining a convolution
on edges, a way to represent parametrized adjacency is
g(wE) = Sdiag(wEF)T t where diag is the diagonal matrix.
Therefore, the redefined layer-wise propagation for ECN is:

H(l+1) = f
(

g(wE)H(l)W (l)
)

(2)

D. Partitioning

After prediction, we remove the edges in the original
graph corresponding to the zero predicted nodes in the
conjugate. The maximum connected components are the
desired logical segmentation. This simple and naive method
produces competitive results but is extremely sensitive to
edge classification errors as the reader can imagine (one
single error can lead to merging two parts). One of the tested

methods, ECN, provides probabilities for both classes (the
probability to be kept and to be removed). We investigated
whether it is possible to find a better performance than taking
the decision based on raw probability scores. These raw
scores translate to a remove probability of above 0.5, which
remains the best choice in our experiments (although more
conservative remove probability like above 0.4 may improve
results for some datasets/tasks).

V. DATASETS AND USE CASES

We now detail the different datasets and tasks we used for
evaluation. A common aspect of the different datasets is that
they are all handwritten, making them fairly challenging for
the tasks we selected.

A. Minute – BAR

The Schweizerisches Bundesarchiv (BAR) – Digitalisierte
Bundesratsprotokolle 2 is the Digitized Federal Council
minutes from the Swiss Federal Archives. The collection
spans the years 1848 to 1882 (300,000 handwritten pages).
The task for this collection is to segment it into resolutions.
A resolution is composed of a number and optionally a sum-
mary (both occurring in the margin) and a body composed
of one or more paragraphs (see Fig. 2(c)).

B. Table - ABP and NAF

We also tested our approach with a challenging problem,
mainly table understanding. The task is to identify table
rows, columns, and cells. Datasets are rare for this task, and
we use one public dataset, the ABP [18], (say ABP_small),
and two new datasets – an extension dataset of the ABP
3 (containing not only death records but birth and marriage
records; say ABP_large), and another from National Archive
Finland (NAF) 4, corresponding to tax records. A specificity
of NAF dataset is its very narrow columns containing digits
and its sparsity i.e. most cells are empty, while for ABP

2https://www.infoclio.ch/de/node/133651
3https://github.com/Transkribus/TranskribusDU/

tree/master/usecases/: folder ABP and NAF
4https://www.arkisto.fi/en/frontpage



datasets, most of the cells are filled in. Table I describes the
different datasets in terms of pages, text lines, rows, columns,
and cells.

TABLE I
DATASET DESCRIPTION

Dataset # pages # rows # columns # cells
ABP_small 180 528 457
ABP_large 1098 1551 1275 15074

NAF 488 3203 3159 33831
Dataset # pages # text lines # resolutions # res. per page

BAR 107 3386 77 1.4

VI. EXPERIMENTS

On ABP_small, ABP_large, NAF and BAR datasets, we
create four, nine, four, and three folds respectively. For all
datasets, we test on the first fold and use all the remaining
folds for training and validation. Experimental evaluations
are given Tables II, III, IV for the table datasets and Table V
for the minute dataset.

Besides the F1 measure for the edge classification per se,
we report the metric discussed in Section III-C at 100%
and 80% thresholds (one predicted sub-division matches
a ground-truth sub-division if its IoU ratio is above the
threshold value). Note that the 100% threshold is very strict
as it requires an exact match between the reference partition
and the produced one. Some work cited in Section II used
a threshold of simply 50% for table detection (comparing
geometrical regions by using IoU). In addition to the perfor-
mance of the present proposal with gCRF and ECN (with
different number of layers), we report:
• "Oracle", which uses the ground-truth to label the edges

and then apply the maximum connected component
method to partition. This is somehow an evaluation
of the method we use to build the partitions from the
edge labels and gives us upper bound of the proposed
conjugate graph method equivalent to when gCRF or
ECN perform at 100% accuracy.

• a task-oriented method if available (different for each
task).

• baseline linear classifiers (LR, SVM) only using the
edges features (without any neighborhood context). We
mention them only for ABP_small and BAR (result
for edge classification are around 80% F1, producing
degenerate values for the final decision).

We must also describe how spanning elements are pro-
cessed since they introduce noise in the evaluation which
currently does not support this phenomenon. When a text
line spans several rows (respectively columns), we arbitrarily
consider it to be on the first of the rows (respectively
columns) it spans. So the row (respectively column) spanning
is not dealt with ideally. This is especially true for the NAF
collection where the table header part is highly structured
with up to 4 rows with spanned elements. The ABP collec-
tions have almost no row-spanned texts and a few column-
spanned texts.

ECN is the most robust method in general, while gCRF
slightly outperforms it for some datasets/tasks (row segmen-
tation for both ABP datasets and BAR), but may really
fail for others (row and column segmentation for NAF,
cell segmentation for ABP_large). We experiment with 1
and 8 layers for ECN. In ECN formalism a model with
n layers aggregate features from n-hop neighborhood. An
ECN architecture with only 1 layer under-performs compared
to an 8 layers architecture, which can be interpreted as a
need for larger context than the immediate neighborhood.
Looking at the second (edge classification) and third columns
(perfect match at structure level) of Tables II–V, we see that
the second measure acts as a magnifying effect i.e. a small
improvement of the first measure may significantly increase
the performance on the second. We also show the result for
SVM and LR which do not aggregate features from any node
and is equivalent to zero neighborhood context, similar to
[14].

We analyze here the two types of errors we face in our
approach and comment on their impact with regard to the
target structure:
• If an edge is wrongly predicted positive (False Positive),

we wrongly merge two structures. This situation leads to
a structure which is often incoherent: this merge leads
to consider edges which were categorized as negative
(not connected) as positive ones (since the elements
belong to the same structure). As future work, we
will investigate whether this incoherence may be easily
detected and the False Positives automatically detected.

• If an edge is wrongly predicted negative (False nega-
tive), we may split a structure if and only if no other
edge keeps the connectivity. If the graph of a structure
is mostly connected, there is redundancy that protects
against that particular error (as noticed by [14]). This
behavior is particularly true for the row structure, but
less relevant for the column one whose graphs are often
similar to a minimal spanning tree (or even a sequence)
(see Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b)).

A. Table Segmentation

On the table datasets, we can partition text lines into rows,
columns, or cells. We report on all the above sub-divisions.
We exclude from the input any text that is outside tables.

1) Rows Segmentation: As the task-oriented method for
rows, we use a strong method [19], which learns to categorize
horizontal separators (skewed lines) in order to partition the
tables into rows (candidate separators are first generated, then
a learning algorithm is used in order to classify).

The proposed method shows decent results compared
to this task-oriented method, which currently is our best
method, but a highly specialized one. (It has a strong
knowledge of the shape of the parts it is looking for, hence
its lack of generality). We note that the Oracle is reasonable,
around 90% (most of the errors are due to spanned cells).
The ECN and gCRF methods are close to the Oracle results,
which gives hope that a more accurate graph construction
or a better method to use the edge labels can significantly



TABLE II
SEGMENTATION INTO ROWS

Dataset F1 (edges) F1@100% F1@80% Method Comment

ABP_small

99.7 87 92 ECN 8 layers
99.2 78 85 ECN 1 layer
99.0 83 91 gCRF
100 93 98 Oracle

- 91 97 Task-oriented [19]
81.5 0 0 LR
78.9 0 0 SVM

ABP_large

98.2 77 81 ECN 8 layers
96.4 64 69 ECN 1 layer
95.4 74 79 gCRF
100 90 91 Oracle

- 78 86 Task-oriented [19]

NAF

98.6 69 78 ECN 8 layers
95.8 51 64 ECN 1 layer
95.1 48 65 gCRF
100 82 87 Oracle

- 72 79 Task-oriented [19]

improve the results of them. Some errors, typically a row
split into two parts, could be fixed with by introducing some
knowledge about the expected sub-division (see Section VII).

2) Column Segmentation: As the task-oriented method
for column segmentation, we use an unsupervised projection
profile method, since it is currently one of the state-of-the-art
choices. In brief, we shrink the text lines by 33% and then
look for vertical cuts, which do not cut too much through
texts. This is an old good method which works well on
the ABP datasets, poorly on the challenging NAF one (as
explained, columns are already thin and skewed).

TABLE III
SEGMENTATION INTO COLUMNS

Dataset F1 (edges) F1@100% F1@80% Method Comment

ABP_small

99.8 93 95 ECN 8 layers
99.3 90 91 ECN 1 layer
99.2 87 89 gCRF
100 94 96 Oracle

- 93 96 Task-oriented Unsupervised
Projection
Profile

ABP_large

98.6 76 80 ECN 8 layers
98.8 76 79 ECN 1 layer
98.7 70 75 gCRF
100 85 85 Oracle

- 88 94 Task-oriented Unsupervised
Projection
Profile

NAF

99.0 72 80 ECN 8 layers
97.5 52 64 ECN 1 layer
96.8 43 61 gCRF
100 82 87 Oracle

27 41 Task-oriented Unsupervised
Projection
Profile

The main difference with the row segmentation is the poor
score achieved by the Oracle. Fig. 3(b) illustrates this main
issue. In the shown table a long text line breaks a set of
columns (the text line is spanned over several columns). We
will comment on this issue in Section VII. On NAF, where
columns content is skewed and short (digits), we observe

(a) Row segmentation. Only a single edge is wrongly classified (encircled
in black), culminating in merging of two rows.

(b) Column segmentation. A typical error when the initial graph is not able
to produce the expected structure. A long horizontal text line prevents
columns elements to be linked. Note that the long horizontal line is
considered as well as a column.

(c) Cell segmentation. Errors causing merge of multiple cells is encircled
in black.

Fig. 3. Segmentation on the page displayed in Fig. 2(a). Resulting structures
are in blue, vertical edges in green, horizontal edges in red. The top 3
elements are outside of the table and thus not considered.



that ECN largely outperforms our task-oriented method (the
implemented projection profile method does not support
skewed content). We currently do not understand the poor
score obtained by gCRF for this task.

3) Cell Segmentation: As task-oriented method for the
partitioning in cells, we simply combine the output of the
row task-oriented method and column task-oriented method
output i.e. the intersection of rows and columns produces a
partition in cells.

TABLE IV
SEGMENTATION INTO CELLS

Dataset F1 (edges) F1@100% F1@80% Method Comment

ABP_small

99.1 97 97 ECN 8 layers
98.9 94 94 ECN 1 layer
98.8 93 93 gCRF
100 99 99 Oracle

- 95 95 Task-oriented Intersection
of rows and
columns

ABP_large

99.1 96 96 ECN 8 layers
97.2 89 89 ECN 1 layer
96.6 86 86 gCRF
100 99 99 Oracle

- 91 91 Task-oriented Intersection
of rows and
columns

NAF

99.5 97 97 ECN 8 layers
98.5 94 94 ECN 1 layer
96.9 93 93 gCRF
100 99 99 Oracle

- 56 56 Task-oriented Intersection
of rows and
columns

The results are particularly promising since the partition
into cells is very good. Compared to the column and row
approach, we could deal properly with cell spanning multiple
rows or columns. This calls for a bottom-up method to
reconstruct the table from its cells, and tolerating some small
level of noise.

B. Minute Segmentation

Minute segmentation is a good example of on-demand
sub-division segmentation where (unlike fixed known par-
titions – rows, columns, cells) the partitions are collection
defined and purpose-specific making designing task-oriented
methods not only costly and time-consuming but also re-
quiring expert geometrical analysis. On the minutes dataset
(BAR), we currently have no other method to compare with.
As reported in Table V, results are very good given rather
homogeneous nature of the dataset. Nevertheless, this shows
that the method can cover different structures in the same
way. Furthermore, this dataset and task are interesting since
they correspond to documents and structures (marginalia)
which are extremely frequent in archival institutions (min-
utes).

VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we present a surprisingly simple and yet

versatile approach to document logical segmentation. We
convert the document component graph to its edge-to-vertex

TABLE V
SEGMENTATION INTO RESOLUTIONS (B

¯
AR)

F1 (edges) F1@100% F1@80% Method Comment
97.6 85 88 ECN 8 layers
97.4 84 86 ECN 1 layer
97.3 85 92 gCRF
100 100 100 Oracle

- - Task-oriented No task-oriented
alternative
method!

87.2 5 13 LR
86.9 5 13 SVM

conjugate to facilitate learning the relationship between the
document elements rather than prior component labeling
approaches. Edges categorization is performed using struc-
tured machine learning classifiers which utilize the greater
expressive power of graph representations. While not always
achieving the best results, it allows for competitive results for
all tasks, where dedicated methods were used before. We see
currently two ways to improve it:
• Improving the way the graph is built as in some situation

(columns) the current version does no cover correctly
all the structures. The first try will be to test a fully
connected graph (similarly to what is done in image
processing as in [20]).

• Improving upon the naive connected component ap-
proach to partition text lines. For this, a very high
accuracy level is required, which is achieved in our var-
ious datasets. Could this accuracy level be maintained
for a more heterogeneous dataset? And the follow-up
question – could we train a generic model for various
structures (mixed layouts and structures)?

One interesting parallel can be drawn between our method
and pixel-level categorization methods – after the pixel
categorization (usually performed with high accuracy), a
post-processing step (often based on connected components
computation) is required in order to generate the targeted
layout element (baseline, blocks, and so on). That post-
processing is highly task-oriented. For efficiency purpose,
we may end up following this strategy and design various
post-processing depending on the tasks.

We will also assess the method in a near future to see
how it can be applied to various elements of the hierarchical
layout structure (text lines to paragraph, paragraph to articles
among some) and how to exploit the current framework
to jointly learn the reading order by some multi-tasking
approach.
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